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versation was so pleasing, that he did not once remark a shade
of sorrow visible on her expressive countenance, to which it lent
peculiar interest.
For the first time during many months, Wilhelm felt himself
in his proper element once more. Of late in talking, he had
merely found submissive listeners, and even these not always;
but now he had the happiness to speak with critics and artists,
who not only fully understood him, but repaid his observations
by others equally instructive. With wonderful vivacity they tra-
velled through the latest pieces; with wonderful correctness judged
them. The decisions of the public they could try and estimate :
they speedily threw light on each other's thoughts.
Loving Shakspeare as our friend did, he failed not to lead
round the conversation to the merits of that dramatist. Ex-
pressing, as he entertained, the liveliest hopes of the new
epoch which these exquisite productions must form in Germany,
he ere long introduced his Hamlet, who had busied him so much
of late.
Serb declared that he would long ago have played the piece,
had this been possible, and that he himself would willingly engage
to act Polonius. He added, with a smile: "An Ophelia, too,
will certainly turn up, if we had but a Prince."
Wilhelm did not notice that Aurelia seemed a little hurt at
her brother's sarcasm. Our friend was in his proper vein, be-
coming copious and didactic, expounding how he would have
Hamlet played. He circumstantially delivered to his hearers the
opinions we before saw him busied with; taking all the trouble
possible to make his notion of the matter acceptable, sceptical as
Serlo showed himself regarding it. " Well, then," said the latter,
finally, " suppose we grant you all this, what will you explain by
it?"
"Much, everything," said Wilhelm. " Conceive a prince such
as I have painted him, and that his father suddenly dies. Ambi-
tion and the love of rule are not the passions that inspire him.
As a king's son he would have been contented; but now he is
first constrained to consider the difference which separates a sove-
reign from a subject. The crown was not hereditary; yet a longer
possession of it by his father would have strengthened the preten-
sions of an only son, and secured his hopes of the succession. In
place of this, he now beholds himself excluded by his uncle* in
spite of specious promises, most probably forever. He is now

